
OBJECTION TO THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF 104 LOTS AT MESSMATE RD, KILCUNDA. 

This proposed development is a gross overdevelopment of the lovely little town of Kilcunda. 
The developers have overloaded the built environment with the number of available home 
blocks. This will interfere with the beautiful greenhills and vista of the Kilcunda region, 
creating a suburb type appearance rather than the beautiful grasslands that are currently a 
much-loved feature of Kilcunda.

I will be negatively impacted:

1. INTERNET CAPACITY
I live and work in Kilcunda and I use the internet to conduct my business. 

The current internet at Kilcunda is NBN fixed wireless network. This is a limited 
network that has a finite capacity for number of users and download capacity. 
Kilcunda residents have already received notice (15/11/22) from the internet 
supplier, as such: 

“To reduce the amount of congestion during peak times, NBN are looking at 
managing data intensive applications during the peak periods for users who are 
deemed ‘Heavy Users’.  If you are deemed a Heavy User in the download category, 
your service will be limited to …….”

Currently, users can experience slow downloads speeds and outages at times 
particularly when the demand for use is high. Hence the internet capacity of Kilcunda 
is questionable and what is going to occur when 104 homes and the subsequent 
residents, commence accessing the internet.?

2. INACCESSIBILITY AND STATE OF MESSMATE ROAD

The road leading up to the development is a single lane road. It comprises of gravel 
and dust. This is dangerous right now, let alone when there are construction vehicles 
driving up and down. There is not enough space for 2 cars to pass, as there are no 
footpaths in Messmate. What will happen to pedestrian traffic, residents will 
experience multiple delays, dust and danger when they leave their homes for many 
months/years as this development proceeds. 

CONSIDERSATIONS:
I request that the developers be required to work with the NBN to increase the capacity of 
the current internet at Kilcunda, proportionate to the increase in usage that this 
development will load onto the network. Otherwise, Kilcunda internet users, including the 
new residents, will be left without internet, a critical service that is now required like water 
and power.




